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welcoming valued guests for 
an unforgettable experience.

about               

IN 2023...
100,000+ MEALS SERVED

683 EVENTS
81 BALLGAMES

Wrigley Field Events is Chicago Cubs’ premier events brand – executing top-tier events across 20 unique spaces throughout the 
ballpark and surrounding campus. From corporate galas to full field buyouts, the Wrigley Field Events team will bring your vision to 
life from start to finish and create an unforgettable and distinct experience.
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american airlines
1914 club                  

CAPACIT Y × 500

Let your guests enjoy the glitz, glamour, and legacy of 1914 in the most exclusive club at Wrigley Field. The 
American Airlines 1914 Club located underneath home plate, is inspired by baseball’s most majestic ballpark 
and celebrates the 105-year history of Wrigley Field, formerly Weeghman Park. This all-inclusive club offers 
chef-attended grill stations, multiple bars that serve craft and domestic beer, premium spirits, and a robust 
wine collection.
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american airlines
1914 club                  
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maker’s mark  
barrel room                  

CAPACIT Y × 200

Classically cool, the Maker’s Mark Barrel Room perfectly captures the feel of old-school Chicago. As the 
original speakeasy at Wrigley Field, this private underground club, on the first baseline, offers artisan menus, 
mixologist-crafted cocktails, and a Maker’s Mark bourbon blend created solely for the club. Its design was 
inspired by an old photo of Al Capone and Cubs catcher Gabby Hartnett, interwoven with the Maker’s Mark 
brand of rustic barn wood and luxurious distilleries. The Barrel Room is a premier event space to elevate your 
guest experience through tradition, beauty, charm, and luxury.
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maker’s mark  
barrel room                  
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CAPACIT Y × 200

THE W CLUB

Tried and true, the W Club pays homage to the classic tradition of Wrigley Field. On the third baseline, the 
sports bar is named after the blue and white victory flag flown at every Cubs fan’s house. Visitors will experience 
a walking time capsule where Cubs legends are honored, and artifacts are displayed. It is designed to evoke the 
feeling of sitting on the famous bleachers and taking in the view of the outfield brick wall lined with ivy.
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the w club                  
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james hardie
catalina club                  

CAPACIT Y × 200

From the moment guests walk into the James Hardie Catalina Club, they are transported to Catalina Island 
through an airy and bright nautical experience. Designed to emulate the Chicago Cubs spring training home, 
the James Hardie Catalina Club captures the island’s beautiful history and aesthetic. The space features 
hand-painted glazed and terracotta tiles and a retractable glass wall for the perfect outdoor dining experience 
with views of the Field and Chicago Skyline. Your guests will reminisce about their experience basking in the 
sunshine, feasting on exquisite bites, and sipping on refreshing beverages for years to come.
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james hardie
catalina club                  
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executive club
CAPACIT Y × 75

Designed to reflect the Cubs locker room, the Executive Club offers unique indoor and outdoor seating with 
great views and delicious catered food. Located inside Wrigley Field on the suite level, this space is perfect for 
smaller groups and intimate meetings overlooking the field.
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executive club
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warning track                  
CAPACIT Y × 400

When you rent out Wrigley Field, guests can take pictures, have a catch, or even simply bask in the 
glory of standing where many Chicago Cubs favorites have stood before. What better space to 
do this than the famous warning track? From receptions to dinners, our team can create a unique 
experience for your guests with the backdrop of a lifetime.
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warning track                  
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on field                  
CAPACIT Y × 750

Baseball is a team sport. What better way to celebrate teamwork than a game in the outfield? By renting the field, 
your guests can step foot on the grass, see their name on the video board, and play catch where history has been 
made. From start to finish, your guests will have a world-class experience unlike any other.
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on field                  
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wrigley field 
campus
CAPACIT Y × 40,000

Can’t decide on one space? Why not have them all? With our full buyout events, you can mix and match any 
space in the ballpark to create your own unique experience, all to yourself. Wrigley Field can transform into the 
perfect space for your needs, accommodating tented field events, concerts, and receptions. Your guests will 
enjoy a one-of-a-kind experience, whether they’re catching fly balls in the outfield or mingling in the club spaces.
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wrigley field 
campus
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event 
enhancements                   

WITH A BALLPARK AS VERSATILE AS WRIGLEY FIELD, WE CAN 
CREATE UNIQUE EXPERIENCES FOR YOUR EVENT. CONTACT US 

TODAY SO WE CAN MAKE YOUR EVENT ONE OF A KIND! 

BATTING TUNNEL
Practice your swing by warming up in the same exclusive 
batting cages as many legendary Cubs players.

BULLPEN SPEED PITCH 
Light up the radar gun and compare your pitch speeds in 
the same bullpen where the Chicago Cubs pitchers warm 
up before taking the field. 

PHOTO OPPORTUNITIES
Enjoy unique experiences across the venue as your guests 
will have the opportunity to see and take photos of famous 
historic ballpark features, including the 2016 World Series 
Trophy and the famous 400-foot sign on the ivy covered 
outfield wall. 

TOURS
Get a behind-the-scenes look at the legendary Friendly 
Confines. Through our guided tours, guests will have the 
opportunity to experience and learn about our historic 
ballpark that has captivated baseball fans for more than 
100 years. 

ALUMNI APPEARANCES
Create a truly intimate and amazing memory for guests 
with the opportunity to spend time and reminisce with 
Cubs legends and fan-favorites.  

MARQUEE MESSAGE
Standing out on the corner of Clark and Addison, 
welcome your guests to Wrigley Field by greeting them 
with a special message on the famous Marquee as they 
enter your event.

 A must for any baseball fan but essential for Cubs fans. Booking the Battling Tunnel, Bullpen Speed Pitch, 
Warning Track, or Field will enhance your event. Guests will be transformed into players as soon as they walk 
through the doors.
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event 
enhancements                   
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american
airlines

conference
center

With its unique location, adjacent to Wrigley Field, the American Airlines Conference Center is the place to do 
business. Whether you’re looking to host a holiday party, cocktail reception, corporate meeting, or company event the 
American Airlines Conference Center offers three flexible spaces – First Base Room, Second Base Room, Third Base 
Room, and Home Plate Room featuring an outdoor terrace with breathtaking views of Wrigley Field, Gallagher Way, 
and the Chicago skyline. Catering to groups up to 150 guests, this conference center is a meeting planners dream. 

SPACE AREA (SQ FT) DIMENSIONS ROUNDS CLASSROOM THEATER HOLLOW SQUARE CONFERENCE RECEPTION

First-Third Base Combo 2.536 110’x21’x10’ 150 132 160 102 94 160

First Base 935 41’x21’x10’ 50 45 50 36 34 50

Second Base 903 39’x21’x10’ 50 42 50 36 34 50

Third Base 698 30x21’x10’ 30 27 50 24 22 50

Home Plate 1,632 37’x42’x10’ 100 93 110 42 34 110

Home Plate Terrace 1,753 65’x39’’ 50 - - - - 80

american airlines
conference center                 
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home plate room
& terrace
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first base, 
second base, & 

third base rooms
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gallagher
way
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gallagher way                  
CAPACIT Y × 3,000

Gallagher Way is a 30,000-square-foot outdoor venue suitable for hosting summer concerts, farmers markets, 
or winter markets, the possibilities are endless. The incredible plaza, just outside the Friendly Confines, was 
designed to fit seamlessly into the surrounding neighborhood and offers a space for year-round entertainment 
ideal for receptions, corporate functions, festivals, and other outdoor events. Host your private event here 
for 1,000+ guests with live music, classic games on our lawn space, and tours of Wrigley Field for the perfect 
summer picnic experience.
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gallagher way
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gallagher way
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